We welcome the return of Harlie Smith and the renewals of Edward Slater—John Curgan—Hilding Gustafson and Jim Megregor. Many thanks and good DXing to you all. 

signed David Golden.

DX CALENDAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>CALL</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>KCS-Club</th>
<th>TIME ALL EST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FEB 9</td>
<td>WPAT</td>
<td>Paterson N J</td>
<td>930 N R C</td>
<td>4:00 - 5:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>WHIZ</td>
<td>Zanesville Ohio</td>
<td>1240 N R C</td>
<td>3:15 - 3:30 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>CKWX</td>
<td>Vancouver B C</td>
<td>980 N R C</td>
<td>3:00 - 5:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>CMKY</td>
<td>Puerto Padre</td>
<td>1350 ALL DXERS</td>
<td>2:00 - 4:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>KIUP</td>
<td>Durango Colo</td>
<td>1400 ALL DXERS</td>
<td>3:00 - 5:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>CKPG</td>
<td>Prince George B C</td>
<td>1230 N R C</td>
<td>3:15 - 4:15 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>TGO</td>
<td>Guatemala City Guate</td>
<td>1140 N R C</td>
<td>3:00 - 4:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24?</td>
<td>CMHK</td>
<td>Crucies Cuba</td>
<td>1380 N R C</td>
<td>4:00 - 5:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25?</td>
<td>WHGB</td>
<td>Harrisburg Wash</td>
<td>560 N R C</td>
<td>4:00 - 5:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR 1</td>
<td>WATN</td>
<td>Watertown N Y</td>
<td>1240 N R C-All</td>
<td>2:00 - 2:30 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>KPKW</td>
<td>Pasco Wash</td>
<td>1340 N R C</td>
<td>4:00 - 5:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>CJOR</td>
<td>Vancouver B C</td>
<td>600 N R C</td>
<td>3:00 - 4:00 AM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WPAT—PATERSON N J The F.C.C. has granted WPAT permission to broadcast a DX Program for the N R C on Monday Feb 11 from 4-5 AM EST. DX fans throughout the country will be tuned in, as will these DXers in Canada and South of the Rio Grande. In line with the suggestion of E R Cooper, CPC Chairman of the National Radio Club, the program will consist of a dramatic portrayal of life in North New Jersey, its industries, forms of local governments, outstanding civic and communal leaders, its number and types of newspapers both daily and weeklies and other facts of this part of the country which might be of interest to DX fans located elsewhere. signed David Golden, Dir of Public Relations of WPAT. (This article appeared in the Paterson local papers in their primary service area.) So members be sure to report.

WHIZ—ZANESVILLE Q Johnny Peart will be the "old broken down" announcer and Joe Atchison at the controls on this frequency check program that they are dedicating to the N R C. So let us all give them plenty of reports as this is a special favor to your club. This will be WHIZ's F/C which has already been scheduled so long as WHIZ was to be on Johnny thought of the NRC. Address reports to him, Lind Arcade Bldg. Verie on nifty WHIZ Letterhead.

CKWX—VANCOUVER B C T is week sees 2 more Western Canada Stations on DX programs for your Club. CKWX will run for 2 hours and 2nd hour will be in the clear as KFWB goes off at 4AM. Mt Laurie Irving, Pro Man volunteered the 1st hour as we asked for only 4-5. So its another chance to add to your logs with a long distance catch and thank you Mr. Irving. Arr by Bill Stone.

KIUP—DURANGO COLO T is will be a special Chamber of Commerce program and Mr. J L Antic, Chief Engineer asks that the boys listen in and report, in reporting to also please ask for a C of C folder. Info from R. Johanns.

CKPG—PRINCE GEORGE B C A brand new station with its 1st DX and with a fair chance to hear them is to be afforded us for our good friend Mr Glenn C. Miller of WCPO has agreed to stand by from 3:45-4 for CKPG. We want to thank him for that and also we extend thanks to Mr R J Tate, Engineer of CKPG who agreed to make this DX run for us. So all report. Arr by Bill Stone.
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KCS CALL K2JOB REMARKS / (Johanns) Buffalo

570 +―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――+

Who QRMEK KMTR on 2/4 hrd call 3:48, muffled, carrier notes.

580 KMJ Fresno, Calif. hrd 2/4 saying it was their reg s/off day for maintenance purposes. 24 hrd rest of week. Was Monday. (Johanns)

590 KIBC Austin, Texas still checks 1 & 3 SAT, 3-3:30 AM EST (E Cooper)

CMGY Havana, Cuba, vs is Remedio Trinidad Velasco, Pres (Duggan-Ga)

690 XBN Radio Mundial, Calle V Carranza # 30, Mexico City D F (Reiley)

79Q KGHL Billings, Mont in clear 1:48-2:01 s/off on 2/1 (Johanns)

800 CJAD Montreal, Que. New hrd 6:30-12:05 AM EST. vs Al Taylor (Stone)

890 WHNC Henderson, N. C. F/C 2/14 from 2:45-3 AM EST. Lewis E Hilland is the Chief Engineer. (J DeRosa-St Charles Mo)

900 CJVI Victoria B C s/off 4AM 2/3, must be on till 4 SUM AMS (Addy)

910 KALL Salt Lake City, verie cards now ready and will verify all rpts when ret postage enclosed according to 0 W Bell, ce. (Steele)

KALL Gov card veries rec, vs W D'Orr Cozzens, eng dnr. (Johanns-Edge)

???? Sta hrd here 2/4 from 3:13-3:31 with Españita pro, no identity was given. Any help will be appreciated (Stone)

XET Monterrey, Mex. Hrd test in English 2/2 at 4:15 AM requesting reports and gave QRA but too noisy to get it. (Ed Slater-Albony)

Falun 100KW xmr. replaced by Borlange. QRA for all Swedish rpts at Radiotjanst, STHLM 7 Sweden. (Al Maley)

1110 KFAB Lincoln, Neb will go to 50KW in fall. QRA rpts to Lincoln, Neb and address to Mark W Bullock, ce. (Johanns)

1123 WRLJ Dalton, Ga f/c 1st FRI 4-4:30 AM EST (Stone)

CKPG Prince George, B C S/off 2 AM daily. Mr R J Tate is ce and says due to rarity of location 500 miles NE of Vancouver, might be a better location and looking forward to their DX (Stone)

WCPG Remember to thank Mr Miller for stand-by on CKPG, PLEASE (Lefty)

WJEF W and Rapids, Mich. CORRECT F/C time-EV WED 1-1:15 AM EST (Sahlbach)

KCRS Midland, Tex will advice me of exact date for tests (Sahlbach)

C.E. for WJEF is Carl E Lee; & KCRS is Ray N Clark (Sahlbach)

RHexual, To SALTER only AFRS station around here and doubt if they could be heard at 4:15 tho. (Maley)

1240 KWIL Albany, Ore. Next F/C 3/9 at 3-3:30 AM EST and are on every other month. new c.e. is K D McCoy; Bill Hansen is at KMED (Johanns)

WHAI Greenfield, Mass checks 1st SAT 4-4:15 AM EST (Lefty)

WINN Louisville, Ky pleased with rpts and MAY CHANGE F/C time later in order to be heard further west. (Lefty)

1300 KGLO Mason City, la vs R E Sawyer. S/off 1AM-EZNNxx (Duggan)

1340 WFRD Hot Springs, Ark vs Earl H Butler, ce. S/off Mt. (Duggan)

Goversville, N Y Now F/C 2nd FRI 3-3:15 AM EST. reports sent to F Edwin Rybakiewicz, ce. Info Marie Leonard by card (Edge)

KROS Clayton, la hrd 2/6 5:44-2 calls-QRM by WHAT-WEXL (Johanns)

WFFB Sylacauga, Ala checks MON 3-3:10 AM EST (Lefty)

KPKW Pasco, Wash F/C SAT AMS 3:45-4 AM EST-Walter Mott, ce. (Sahlbach)

1350 KCOM San Antonio, Tex. hrd testing all week in English & Spick and asking for rpts. Chas F Harris, mgr vs for Stones verie (By NRQers)

1360 WKAT Miami Beach, Fla vs Arthur P Smith, ce. S/off Mt. (Wymans)

1397 WMPD French Speaking station QRMing KGER before 2AM (Maley)

1400 WMPF Wilmington, N C vs R A Dunlea,Mgr. S/off 11 PM (Wymans)

WGDR Goldsboro, N C vs Billy G Haise, Asst ce. nice card (Wymans)

WJLD Bessemer, Ala vs Bob Tamblyn.ann & W Mckim eng. Nice verie (Wymans)
Notice to All. You might note that some items that you sent in were shortened, also maybe some are omitted. The reason is: Starting at once it is the desire to present all information that will enable a member to hear stations. Any information pertaining to that will be most welcome. After all that is the idea of this publication. However things that do not pertain directly to helping a member hear a station will be left out by your Editor. Such as to how a DX was heard or pertaining to the stations antenna system etc. Again it will be noted that info appears in the Freq Frolics and again in the members report. That's just using space and not helping anyone. In reporting F/C skeds (which are always very welcome) please be sure that they have not been reported in the last little while, unless they have been changed. As to the sign on and off times of stations. Those who DO NOT HAVE TEST PERIODS will be welcome, BUT THOSE HAVING TESTS WILL BE OMITTED. As to STATION QRA's. If a station verifies promptly, the QRA is not needed, the Verie Signer, YES. So Station QRA's will not be listed unless they are hard to verify. To your Editor that too is a waste of space, as reports do get delivered to stations. So boys thats the set up here and please do not think that I want to get out of work, but I do feel that in the past a lot of space has just been wasted as I do not have time to check all reports etc to see what can be omitted and what should go in. Remember information that will help another member log a station is what we want and plenty of it. So please try to abide by the above and you will be helping your members besides helping me here.

NEW STATIONS

1240 KBEJ Elizabethtown, Tenn. These call letters were assigned by FCC, it may be an error, but not as yet corrected.

1280 ---- Trinidad, Colo Corley Radio & Sound Service 250w

1550 ---- Indianapolis, Ind Associated Bridge Inc 250w daytime

Calls assigned 1340 WNCA Asheville N C 1400 KGVL Greenville, Texas.

1470 CJBC St John, N B.

Call Changes: 1450 KVLP No Little Rock Ark. From KAPT, Join NBS in March
TIPS and LPO REPORTS

ED WYMAN-HORNEll N.Y. Well here we go again and I now have reports out to CMHk(phooey) WCPO-WHOT-WS00-WHIT-WNBF-WKST on NZ DX-CFAB-WBFR-WWRL- for my 11th rtp-WKVM-WEIT-WQAN-KOTA-WJAG-WHMA-KOMO-KICA-KPRO-WBAA-WINN on DX-KBNE-WTBO-WCFL. Veries are very slow, only WSSV has come in. 1/21 Tried for WHAZ all eve but just couldn't dig them out from under WFBC-WHBL; 1/22. No soap on CKRM, slop over from WAAT was pretty bad. Finally was able to dig WBFR from under WFBC-WHBL for their 6 s/on when WFBC took over again for rest of evening. When trying to see if I could get WKWF I decided to try WWRL just once more. This will make my 11th rtp to them (I can dream and hope cant I?) 1/23. Hung around 1340 for CKFI but couldn't get them. Did not hear WLV/L-KWLM-KWOC-KVOS-XRWC all checking together from aboutV3-4; Couldn't dig out enough on any one for rtp. Hrd KVAK s/off test 2:17 under WWDC and best of all WKVM on top everything from 2:07-2:34 with RCA in New York WJBW-WCPW-WITH-KWQ were all hrd to announce at 2AM. WKVM announced as reg F/C; 1/24 Got WEIM on DX as sked and had a little trouble digging them out from WXN and also rpted WQAN-12:30 to 12:55PM; 1/25 KOTA on all night at request of S.D. State Police who were after a murderer, also logged & rpted WJAG on reg 4th FRI F/C 3:16-3:30; WPAE 3:30 ann and reg freq check. Didn't bother to rtp them. But did WHMA under WWDC, hrd WCRS-WRQX, tried for WKWF but dont think they were on as listed. 1/26 WMOR in clear 12-12:05 S/off WNEX in clear till 12:30 s/off; Rptd KOMO 2:45-3:03 s/off and also KICA 3:10-3:30; Who was testing this morning with a tone on 1450. It blocked WWDC most of the time. Tried for VOWN but dont think they were on because KICA was coming in R-9 using the same power and about twice as far away; 1/27 WBAA 3:15-3:30 on Reg f/c and WINN on DX. Who had their carrier on?? 830 kc until 3:25 and from 3:28 with tone till 3:30, no ann of any kind. This couldnt be WHNC I hope. Took trip to Buffalo and I finally met this Johanns guy. Boy hes in there pitching all the time. But I still have one on him not namely KTH verified on reg sked for an east coast reception using a 6 tube set. Anyone else come close to that? Had a very nice time at your Editors hours. They sure do make a guy welcome. While there was able to hear KBNE and WTBO thru the help of Johanns. That guy dont miss anything. No CKLN on this morning of 29th and we were using the Scott. I still like me 6 tube RCA it can still pull them in after about 8 years of rough usage.

ROB DUGGAN-MACON GA Rpts out to WEIM-KIUP-WIGM-KRIC-WHIW-CB114-CMHE-WKEU-KC1 CB114 has been hrd every night for 5 straight nights here at 8:30 PM. KIUP is an allnighter several times lately. WDEI also on much later. No go on CKLN-CFCC-KPQW-CFAB. WKWF had its test on 26th instead of 25th. Veries from KGLO-KWFC-CMCY-CMHB-CMCQ-WKST-XEBG-XET-KFPH-WPAX-WKVM. KCOOR was testing this AM 1/30 with nice signal on 1350. Letter from WMVG back in Dec said they would start about Jan 1st, they still havent started reg sked and I havent heard a test. Veries shut up to 548 but only WKVM came in 2 days.

TED SALLING-ESTACADA ORG CKRM only DX hrd here. Had to miss trying for KCKO-VOWN-WINN because of work. Tried but could not hear CFAB-CFPI-WEIM-WKWF. Sent rpts to WJZ-WOR-KALE-KPOF. Veries in from KTSW-KVGA. KALE's ses s/off time is 4 AM EST; KPOF says F/C ev 4th FRI. I hrd them from 4:20-4:30 s/off. Dont claim to be a "NO HAIR" but my forehead runs downhill at the top, making me have an awfully long face. (Well we still need a "NO HAIR")

JOE BRAUNER-WILLIAMSVILLE N Y At last a rtp; not much time for tuning and not much hrd. Only 2 veries in since last rtp, WAGC-WPIK both very fine letters. Still out are KSAI-XJAD-KUOM-WHTB-KALL from months ago, Most of DX's tuned for failed to come thru here. Not even trace of WLX on last DX and same results with VOWN-CKLN. Have logged WAGC-KBNE on 1/13; WPIK 1/20 and CFAB 1/21. KBNE caught for 1 side behind WAGC-WWDC. WPIK comes in well SUN AMs before "montreal" comes on. CFAB very good on DX, not so good 1/28. Sent another rtp to KUOM which comes in nearly ev AM when WJZ is weak. KUOM on at 7:15 EST in Jan- WBBR sometimes verified 7-7:15 Before KUOM stops him. Usual reception, XEAI hrd well AM's at times KFJ1 hrd test 5:15 1/20.
February 9 1946

TIPS and LPO REPORTS

PAT REILLEY-JAMESTOWN N Y 1/24 WEIM for club 3:30-4; WPAX at 3:14-WHUB at 3:34; WILBO at 3:49; 1/25 Up for WKWF but snagged XEAI on 1320 instead, guess he is on alnite now; 1/26 WKWF hrd today; KICA at 4:43; WJHO at 4:46; KRJC at 4:48 over riding WWCDC; 1/28 WDEL on alnite broadcast; CMHK at 3:31-- WBEU at 33:33; CFAB behind WKBE; XEAI again; 1/29 WATN pretty good today; CJV off at 2:48; KTRB a good A-7 after 3; Guess WIP isn't off TUES, a very weak one on 1045 after 3:30; too weak to call or talking; WLBB and WPIK for new ones, veries; A suggestion for rpting foreign stations. Soak off a handful of stamps from your correspondence and enclose them for the staff's children, a little show of friendship goes a long way; WLBB by Frank E Knaack Tech Dir. 846 Flatbush Ave Brooklyn 26; CTRM by Fred Leight, Pro Man.

BERNIE DUBY-STATEN ISLAND N Y I logged a French speaking station with setting up exsercises at 2-2:10 AM on about 1395 kcs. What's its identity??? Also seemingly new KCOR San Antonio testing all AM on 1350 kcs. KTUP in Durango Colo on 1400 at 3-3:25. On 1380 kc WTSP St Petersburg 3:45-4AM.

NORM MAGUIRE-HARTFORD CONN (Well he is still alive isn't he??) Received verie yesterday 1/28, it was most important to me for 3 things. 1 was from AFN-Stuttgart for my 1st TA verie; 2 It made my 20th country verified and 3rd it made an even 925 veries in. Am mightly happy to have reached those 3 goals especially the 1st TA as I've been looking forward to that for a long time. Also the verie stated that my report was the first rec from Connecticut. (Is Phil's puss RED??) Other veries include WUVN-Guadalcalan and KWBR. WUVQ verie arrived a day ahead of Phils and said about same as his letter. Am mightly glad to have that verie too. No DX of late. Have been spending all my spare time sleeping and the Scott is not working down in Stamford, so no receiver down there. (Between you and Lefty better send your Scotts to Chicago for going over, mine working swell right along-Pop)

BOB SPENCER-BUFFALO N Y A few more veries back this week, letter from KGD and KCOO and WWL's thanks for your verie letter card. Lately I havent been doing so good as I missed CKFI-WEIM-WKWF wasnt on 4-4:30 1/26. Got up for VOWN and think clock was fast and I was so tired that when I didn't hear them I never thought to check the time. Slept thru alarm on WASK. Hrd WINN and CFAB parts and CMHK from 3:45-4:10 when they signed; WEED came thru swell for their test breaking up CFABs; WDEL come on alnite asking for reports. So rpts o't this week are to KPAB-WFPM-WINN-CFAB repeat-CMHK repeat-WEED-WDEL. TO PHIL NICHOLS Got your card but no address and cant seem to locate it again 3-4 AM seems to be correct on CMHK. Sure am hoping that I can say I heard & rpted WXLB and HCJB bcb next week. (Me too Bob)

WALT BISHOP-RENSSALEA N Y Tnx to Johannes for CFAB DX info, sure wish that I had hrd it. DX here not too bad past week. Log now at 136 with 49 veries in. Logged 1/22 WWJD 7-7:09; WFLB 8-8:15; CMQ 8:18-8:28; 1/23 WJHL 8:50-9 CHML 9-9:15; 1/24 WHKK 7:30-7:45PM; 1/25 WBEN; 1/27 WBEN 1:07-1:38 AM; KFAB at 2; WFPM 2:32 s/off; WINN 2:35-3AM the DX program for NRC; WWSW 3:20-3:30; WBEN 6:16-6:30 PM; Latest veries received here WENY by Irving Beck, CE; WQXR by Eleanor Sanger, Pro Dir; WJZ by D H Hasting; WJAB by J Hughes, Pro Dir; KXW unsigned card; WBAL R & Duncan, CE; WEAF A L Barnard, CBA F B MacIsaac; CHEX by Bert Crump, CE; CFPL by Murray Brown, Comm Mgr; WGY unsigned card; WHO unsigned card; KRLD Roy George, Pro Dir; WOAI unsigned folder; WNOX J L Cole, CE; CKOC J Lyman; Pro Mgr; WIP Catherine E Love, Eng Dept; WELI unsigned card; WSPR Quincy Brackett, Pres and WITH H Powers, Asst Mgr. Will someone please tell me who one has to know in order to hear a TA or a TP? Mary a one in 10 years and I receivers.

Well boys there will be an ANNUAL NRC CONVENTION in 1946. It will be held in Buffalo N Y on September 7-8-9. The boys back from overseas had said that they will make every effort to attend as well as many others who have attended in the past. So make your plans early so you will make it in 46.
1. Edge Reg-KILO Spec-KOTA-WATN-KTSW-VAZL-CKOK-CFBR-WINN 572
2. D Cooper Reg-CFOR Spec-WATN-KTSW-CFBR-WGK 516
5. Kruse Reg-KWOK-KILO Spec-WATN-KOTA-KTSW 301
6. Stone None added 294
7. Tewell Reg-WKWK-WLDB-WHTW Spec-KOTA-WATN-KTSW-VAZL-WISR 293
8. Steele Reg-WGKS-WLDB-WOMN-WMKN KOK Spec-WATN-KTSW-CKRM 277
11. Nichols Reg None added 227
13. E Cooper Reg-WHGB Spec-KLDB 181
15. Maguire None added 104
16. Sullivan None added 104
17. Yarns Spec-KOTA 101
19. Meyer None added 32

No entries as yet from Burson-Gerrard-Gorsuch-Howard and Seth; Next list.
ning will be in March 9th DX NEWS. Have latest additions in by MARCH 2nd.

PRIZE LIST FOR CONTEST

1st $2.00 Cash
2nd 1 Years renewal in N.R.C.
3rd $1.60 in cash
4th $1.40 in cash 6th $1.00 in cash
7th 1/2 years renewal in N.R.C.
8th .75¢ in cash
9th patient in cash
10th .25¢ in cash

BONUS PRIZES

Contestant in lead when standings are published on March 9 1946 1.00
Contestant submitting most veries for contest, regular & Special .50
Contestant submitting most veries for NRC Special for Contest .50
Contestant with most singletons .50

The combine totals amounts to $14.25. The $14.25 was taken in as follows. Entry fees amounted to $6.50 from 26 contestants. Donations of $5.00 by Stan Morss; $2.00 from Ralph Johanns and .75¢ from Bob Spencer.

RAY SAHLBACH—ST LOUIS MO First to LEFTY-WXEF tests WAB AM 1-1:15 AM EST.
Veries coming in very slow, since last rpt veries from KUTA-WAGC-KVAL-
KBS-KDPN with rpts out to WHTW-KVOP-KVEN-WLAY-KOOS-KOTA-WXEL the 23rd WBAC
WSSS-KNKR-KOAL-CKFI have also verified rpts for Jan. WROX just rec. Still
missing veries from Nov rpts with follow-ups to KODY and WBYN, maybe Lefty
will see the C.E. of WBND about rpts. Rpts still out for Dec KWN-WFAY-WRBF-
KWRK-WDQM-WHTW-DGO-WJAY-WAP-WKAS-WDAD. Total veries now 910; 21 out.

SJR STEELE—LOUISVILLE KY Was'up for WKYN on 28th but got what most everyone
else did—NOTHING. WDEI hrd on alnite DX program. I'll bet some of the boys
were glad to hear that one. On Feb 1st KBUR reported with difficulty on reg
1st FRI test 5-5:30; All band music and that made it easier. RBBB logged
for new one on their s/on at 5:30; Feb 2 NOE for a few announcements on
on 1450 kc. WHTC for a new one on reg 1st Sat test 2:30-3; Veries in
from KNAK-CFR-WKON-KYUM-KARM for new ones and dup from KOK for NRC DX.

TO ALL Bill Stone wants info regarding tests etc of KGNC-WIAC-WHIC-
KSEI-KVOR-KDTH-KBFD-TCRC-CTRM. Any help will be appreciated. As to KFXJ,
they have no F/C program, nor late hour programs according to verie.
Well after a 6 week lay off from the dials except for rpts to stations on for NRC or Spec DX programs, when too sick to listen and I need all three of em too. Thank you explain reasons for not listening. 1/27-2/2 was a very profitable one indeed, getting rpts out to KGIW-WWPG-YV5RB-KALL-KCOR-CJAD-WBLL-WLOG-KARM-WAG-C5LM-WLAV. Want to thank the boys for their reporting as most of these programs were sought from info gained from bulletin. Tried for Pops KUJ and it faded at identity, so its another try. Fee me how I envy you guys which can separate that gang on the west coast on 1240 kc, all I get is distortion and I need all three of em too. Thank you rpts sent to WDEL-CMHK. In regards to IRC’s I can get all I want, only difference in Canada is they cost 12¢ not 9¢ as in USA. However you fellows that can hear New Zealand and Australia regularly, we also have what we call Empire coupons, these only cost a nickel and are good for return postage anywhere in British Empire, can get any quantity desired, all you got to do is ask Bill Stone 38 Gifford St., Toronto 2. Ontario, Canada.

JOE ENZ-BROOKLYN N Y CMHK on nearly all AM 1/28, caught Pops name mentioned and also Batsons by Spanish announcer. Also lady announced in English for N A listeners; 1/30 No go on CFRC, same AM KIUP on talking about Colorado. 2/4 Carrier on 850 but caught flashes of music now and then on WXLS. Two K stations on 1400 at 4 AM, then covered by WSAU-KVGB F/Os at 3; AN S.O.S., especially to Maley station between 1345-1350 kc on Spick call every 15 minutes Ache Eh Oh Ah, no call in my book, hope someone heard this and can help me. -HEOA?? Sam AM KCOR San Antonio testing at 5 asking for rpts on Equipt test 1350; Spick with Eckes call hrd several AMs on 1320. Unknown weak one on 860 mentioning motor cars, s/off at 4; CMBL on also 1/30 on 860 kc mentioning Cuban cigars. Boxing bouts in Spanish on 635 kc Sat nites a Cuban; Had nice visit from former announcer of old WMBZ here in Brooklyn, in Pacific 2 years. Got the best news in longest time, my kid told us not to write anymore, is on his way home. To Botzum Hrd from Geller asked for you, remember him?? You come to Brooklyn on beer shindig-Hi. On Hallicrafters your guess as good as mine, don’t come thru; 12/1 bought—just have to wait. Davega, same fellow as about bought 12/23 and is waiting too. (OK Joe and you can be sure all of us wish your boy gets home very soon)

HAL WAGNER-N GTIARD PA HCJB hrd here 2/3 from 3-6 AM. However he was on 995 Kcs INSTEAD of 974 kc as he was announcing. Also hrd on 4107 kcs. I liked the idea of the code words, wish that HOK had done same. Wonder how many DXers sat their radios on Sat AM from 304 listening to that domestic carrier on 850 kc & watching those heart breaking minutes ticking away, then at 4:03 it went off, but no WXLS. Thats DXing I guess. Glad to see that somebody else is hearing WSMB on 1210 kcs, thought my set was going haywire. Conditions not so hot, stations are there but awfully weak. Seth is coming out this Sat. Hope its better then. Hrd XET on DX 4:40 AM 2/2 and on same date at 4:15 WHAI s/off F/C; 2/4 WAOV 2:06 on F/C and CMKQ DX 2:03 on 2/4

HILDING GUSTAFSON-ROCKFORD ILL was up for Algiers 1/15 and found United Nations station of Algiers coming thru with fair sig, H-6 at times but static was very heavy and made it hard to copy. Program consisted of popular music and woman announcer. 3:15 AM when he was supposed to go offf the air a weak station was still coming thru, possibly was Copenhagen. Same AM—1195 Frankfurt coming thru, sig very good here; 1/16 Algiers did not come thru instead for VOWN but instead found the pesty 2GY of Camberri coming thru and on top of him a weak station interfered with him. Next channel 840kc 2YC of New Zealand put in dandy sig but tops was 1YA, boy he did blast away. Other Aussies & Zedders were good that AM with 2KO on 1410 and another mystery station on top him. Believe this was also a TP and maybe AFRS station. Veries rec 2CA-5PI-5CL. Now have reached 50 verified Aussies & Zedders. Rec letter from SW station PCJ regards to my rpt on BCB station on 995 kcs Going to send it back and try for BCB verie. TPs should pick up in strength now again and should be good for quite a while. ANY WEST COAST sta on 1210kc
DAVE THOMAS—PROCTORVILLE O
HCJB DX was swell and hope all the folks rec it. You will notice if you tuned in both freq he used, 2 distinct code combinations for the 2 transmitters. Be sure send correct one for wave-length. Did anyone hear the other station HCJB announced over airacs being on at the same time, the new Guayaquil Station, somewhere between 690-710 kcs. It was not hrd hear altho the 2 HCJB were hrd. Rec long telegram 8 hours before HCJB DX from WATT saying they operated for public interest and herefore could not stand by for even 10 minutes, or even reduce their power for Ecuador DX. Sure hope every DXer puts WATT on their ..... list and never send them a report, and causing so many DXers to miss HCJB in east. Sure were all in his favor, so to all who missed him lay blame on WATT. Verie in KFJ1-CKRM-KCOR now on 1350. Nice sig. New KXfXfX CFQC easy here. Hope you got WXLS on last DX. His first was far the best here. Hope the gang had good luck as I did on HCJB on both 974 & 4107.

HERB CAMPBELL—ATHENS PA
If HCJB was on, or anyone else, it was no soap here. That "press the buzzer" type noise was constant. It is always worst with falling temp and high wind. The other one—the steady roar just comes on during the last part of last hour. CFQC would have been impossible except for the carrier which pushed the side bands back on 600 and let snatches thru which made it possible to sort of reconstruct the program which seems to have been a daisy. Veries in from WKPA-CJKL-CJSO-WINK-St Pierre-WXLQ-WBIR-WFLA-WAAT-CFNB-WJLD-WAZL-KTSW-WCOV-WNEX-KFPPY-WINN and number of dupes especially CKWS; Reports out to KFPW-KRBC-KMAC-CMHB-WKAQ-WGAC-HOK-Canal Zone-CFAB-WJHO-CFQC. Guess most of them always will be out. The son of the house made a neat buy in San Diego— one LM-13 frequency meter Navy surplus. Last quoted price was $14.00. Maybe the OM can tell a station that it is off freq now and make it stick— Hi. *Also maybe SW wont look so hopeless. (Maybe a lot of new stations wouldnt like that outfit—Pop)

S/Sgt Al Maley—HIGHLAND FALLS N Y
Over slept VOWN DX; WXLS covered by carrier here. HCJB not hrd from 3-4 on 2/3 nor was WATT off. Only veries in this week from XEBS-WISE. latter a dup. XEBS was long overdue and presumed lost. Letter from Victor Santos of CS2ZA says my rpt is quite correct with the exception of the hours. I dont get that one, but assum its no verie. Anyway its got some nice stamps on it. 2/2 very good for coasters; KERN copied for 3/4 hr rpt on follow; KCOR R-9 with english program, hrd in Spick on 2/3. XEGB-Tiajuana very good from 2-2:30 and rpt is on way. Thought I hrd parts of speech thru 850 carrier but couldn't get anything definite. It was swell AM for DX and I believe WXLS would have made it OK otherwise. KVGB hrd on F/C 2/2 1st SAT 3-3:30 with swell sigs but dont neem them. To GIRARD What is QRA of X1LRK?? WISE has another YL ce. Lets work on her.

ELWOOD DEIBERT—WALNUTPORT PA
CMKY-1350 250w Puerto Padre, Cuba will DX on Feb 16th 2AM. QRA in PROLICS; Veries in Air-mail and colored postcard from CMKY from 1/16 DX. HOK on 1/8 DX Special; WINN on 1/27 DX and WISE on 1/8 DX-CMQC-WAOV-WTM-WOL. Rpts out to KGIR-KCOR-KTRB-WAGC. 1/30 WRHI F/C 2:55-3:05; WJPR F/C 2:15; 2/1 WAIM at 3; WBIR at 3:15; WJFY at 3:05; WOLS at 3:10; WFTC at 3:40; WLOG at 4; 2/2 WGTC at 2:30; WAGC on test 3:30; KCOR a new one on 1350 at 4; WLAC at 4; WSAU at 4. 2/3 KGIR dropped from R-9 to R-2 in 2 min at 3:55; HCJB hrd on DX on 73 meters. 2/4 WAOV 2-2:30 and WM0G testing at 2:15.

GRANT BATSON—WESTFIELD N Y
Veries from KCOK-CKRM-WROX-CFORD-WDAY-WINN-KGOV all but one counts in contest. 1/28 KGTV 2:35-2:38 under WNOE asking for rpts. WDEL 3:46-4:05 asking for rpts too. 1/29 WATN good DX, asked for dedication so listen next time; 1/3 CFQC tough 3-4. KCOR for new one. 2/3 HCJB logged 3-4 R 7-9 3:16-4:10, went to bed got up at 5:45 still hrd but not on 974. WATN loud KFWB 980 s/off 4, were higher than 980 kcs as WNOX s/on with carrier 5:50 and blocked them off. No use here to split 97--980 kcs. KGMB at 6 good. KXYZ 7:03 late s/on. KTMS & KALL rpts have whiskers. 30 rpts unanswered & all but 5 are new ones. Who signs KTMS Verie?? (None here)
February 9, 1946

AL BARTHOLOMEW-CORNING N Y Was swell AM for WXLS DX only to have an unknown on right after KOA s/off at 2:45 with a strong R 6-8 carrier and on at times a peak whistle and they remained there till 4:02 AM I went to bed. 2/3 HCJB not a think hrd and stations to south rather weak. VOWN not hrd and doubt if they were on. Couldnt hear CFQC on DX, either CKLN but did get a dandy signal on CKLN most of hour. Didnt try for CKFI but CPAB an easy R-7 on meter on their NRC DX so reported again. CKRM really tough and only caught last few min and got correct s/off time so they gave me a definite verie. Other recent veries in from WAGC first test-WBFS a nice card-KOAL a dup but on their own letter head; CFOR a plain typoed card-CMQ verified in English congratulating me on my fine Spanish (thats sure a laugh) but as verie isnt definite enuf have sent follow up, signer has been in Corning so think will get a good verie. Rec airmail letter from CS2ZA and darned if I know if its a verie or not. Says my report is correct then goes on to say their hours of Xmission are such. Canadian veries have cut my active wont list down to 8 needed up there. Sorry I was unable to land CKLN. Looks as if we are going to have plenty of DX with around 110 new stations to come on the air. Have you noted cities like Florence, Ala to have 2 with their hours of so think we will get a good verie. Reports out lately to NY Was swell AM for WXLS DX only to have

BOB BROWN-GOSHEN IND Finally a report out of me. No new veries but a few reports out. 2/1 from 1:53-2:15 KGB at R-7; KGNO 2:16-2:30 on F/C asking for rpts; KPPL 2:31-3:01; KWB 3:10-3:28; WDSU 2:30-2:45; Was just going across band to see if there was anything I could copy for rpt. Once in a while I would run into one already verified. KICA-3:46-4; XEQ-4:10-4:28 with spec 5 hour program with frequent English announcements asking for rpts, were also on 9610 kcs. Were R-7 but erratic; KCOR on test 4:35-4:58; KBUR-5:05-5:12 testing; CHSJ 5:20-5:30 and R-8 at peaks but QRMed by XEJP. Spick unverified on 790 with Cig commercial 5:38-5:43; 2/2 XET on special program asking for rpts 4:21-4:41; Think QRA was Moreles y Escobedo 834. XEL-4:45-4:59; WNEL 5:01-5:16 very strong with AFPB records; KCOR 5:20-5:32 better than night before, WMBR and others came on and topped WFBX. WFCI 6:03-6:19; WSPD 6:31-6:45 but no comment; WHK 6:49-6:59; WISR 7-7:13 under WPTFs R-9 plus. Rpts out to KGB a dup-KGNO-KPPL-KWB-KICA-XEQ-KCOR-CHSJ-XET-XEL-WFBX-WPCX-WKH-K. Thats about all the DXing could do.

ELDON ADDY-MARCUS IA Reception is still tops here; 1/28 WDEL hrd on alnite test program for my first Delaware station; CKLN definitely on for club. Copied from 3:34-4:08 with Band selections. They faded badly and were weak. Also rpted to WBFC s/on and KWB on reg sked; 1/30 CFQC on for club with fine program. Some interference from station testing and carrier. New station KCOR testing all AM on 1350; 1/31 hpt to KDKA testing; 2/1 Rpts out to these on reg pro-KECA-KRE-KXL. This AM copied KARM-KGDM for rpts. Could not hear HCJB on DX due to Mexican. He was very good on SW. Finally got my new aerial up. Its 200 ft long and 65 ft high. Curious to see if it will up thevolumn on stations. Veries in from WINN-KCOK-WNBX-WHA-CFQQ-KCRR-KSMA-KFJI-KGFX; KGFX sntt swell letter signed by Ida McNeil, owner. Appreciated reports from DXers but cant DX due to shortage of staff.

LEO HERZ-CHICAGO ILL Did not do much DX this past week as I have a cold. 2 veries came in, a letter from KSKT and card from KWBU. Thats all m ow.

RAY EDGE-BUFFALO N Y Not much DX here either, nothing much to go after. No HCJB of course. KCOR finally heard and rpted after passing them up as I heard Spanish and thought it was a Spick. Nothing from CMHB or CMHK, so nuts to those Cubens. Veries in from CFQC-CJRL-KOAL to bring up total to 920. Rpts out lately to KUTA on F/C, came in swell, now for KVAN & KOVO for contest although they will be cups. Looks as if I hrd CKRM best of any.
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RALPH JOHANNES-BUFFALO N.Y. Correction for 1/26 DX NEWS, the F/C on 1340 kc KROC was KWWM and French station listed on 1193 kc should have been on 1393 kc. In rpt KROS should be KROC. Sorry, too many "K"s lately. R Cushen of NZDXC says on 3/6 from 7:30-8AM EST on 1140 kc a special DX from 2-HD, New Castle, NSW Aust. (Go to it Phil and Al) WATN "Harry" had new DX bulletin. "Monthly Hair News" also a new "RED HAIR" from Vermont. (Wonder if this could be Hank Tyn dall??) Has special stuff coming so cont miss a single WATN F/C; WHIZ, Ann Johnny Peart, swell fellow and will work the DX for us. Was 5-1/2 years with Marines-wounded 5 times-had Marine radio training and via phone said OK he'll be on the DX. (Many thanks Johnny) Stone beat Bartholomew for 1st KCOR verie. Air-mail is fast, for example, received letter from KBBR on 2/1 rpt on 2/6, by Ce. also letters from CKMO by mgr-KFAB-KRIC-KWIL-KWK-KGIW-KIUP-WWPG and for DXs from CFQC-WINN and card from CJRL; KALL a Govt card for 9/16 rpt and card from KARM (old 1310 kc). For 11/26 rpt; DXing noted KFI off Monday 2/4; WSNJ F/C 5:30-6; KSFD 600 kc 2:10-2:40 and got station breaks-WPAR 1400 in clear with news 1-1:05 s/off CHSJ 5-5:40 strong and clear; 2/5 WSMB s/off 3:01 to ret at 7; CMKC on 1250 kc Santiago de Cuba s/off 2:37 AM; 2/6 ???? Did KEGV on 1290 test?? 4:41, call QRMed by carrier note. KCOR heard before 5-WORD 5AM s/on with ann that STINKS; OK Maley-Sent my rpt to KABC for 1/14 on 1450 kc, Wait.

LEN KRUSE-DUBUQUE IA. Reception continues to be good at this location. 4 new stations were added to my log the past week. 12/28 KWEB was testing at 3:30 AM QRMed by WKEU. CMHK was hrd for 1st time with DX program asking for rpts from U.S. To complete N.C. I logged the 1st SAT F/C 2:30-3AM of WGRC atop the 1490 mess, also same date KXLA was logged 1st time with their new call and rpt sent to WXEX, this on 2/2; 1/28 WDEL on asking for rpts saying they will verify. 1/30 KIUP on with special DX asking for rpts while WSMB had special program 2/2 2:30-3AM. Again SUN at 7AM I attempted to log WINC & WRGB s/on but no go as WNEK-WJLB-WMAM are leaders on 1400 kc. I rec several veries and include letter by Fred Laight, Pro Man of CKRM on DX; KVAL letter (using old KEEW stationery) by C Mack Hamner, CE and picture folder from CHSJ by J G Bishop, CE. TO GORSCUSCH The DX in Cedar Rapids sounds swell and will write letter soon. (Gorsuch 400 18th Cedar Rapids, IA.)

LEFTY COOPER-BROOKLYN N.Y. Rpts to WPDQ-KSLM-KTBC-KCOR-KROY-WFEB. Well the old clock once again failed me for the CFQC DX. Thank you being sent. I'm keeping a list of the number of reports received on each of our DX Programs and the number of them from NRC members. So far WAZL leads in number of rpts who claim to have gotten 80 from NZDXC members. 2/2 Up all AM and the ground hog with a day off and added 4 new ones. Caught WPDQ with 5 min news and s/off 12:06 about even with WXYZ and added much to it when 6-6:15 they were absolutely in clear and 6-9. WMT s/off 1:05 with n o National Anthem or anything; WMAA off 1:09 and very inspiring s/off a message worth hearing and it begins at 1:05; WQAM off 1:16; WSYR testing 1:13-1:18 took KSLM behind KERN at 2:45 and hrd KTEC weakly 3-3:30 F/C with classical music and slight QR from KGMB; KVGB on check at some time asking for rpts 850 kc was completely blocked here by strong carrier and even if not WXLS would have been nullified as terrific buzz hrd from 850 kc to 1050 kc Hrd KCOR 4-6 or later ann in Eng and Spick 6-8 here but down R 7-5. Thought I had KFDA from 5-5:05 when WTP & WCPG. WHYNF/C not hrd. WKLA-WLAV were back of WWDC; 2/3 Impossible to hear JCBT with WAT on; 2/4 KROY on top at 3 s/off; WFEB tough behind WHAT but enough for rpt. WEGL was scarcely audible but they were on. To Wyman W at is freq of YY6RET? To LONH Could your KEOA have been WEOA?? To DREIBERT Where is Radio Salas on 800 kc?? I can't find any listing, expect a swell visit to home of Bernie Duffy this Sat night along with Pete Clarius and others, I hope. I'm glad to have the opportunity of meeting these two members and always remeber-any member is welcome here at any time. (OK Lefty and give my regards to the boys as I too would like to be there. Nothing like those good old DX Gabfests-Pop)
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KERMIT GEARY-WALNUTPORT PA Veries in from CMCO-HJAF-KGIR-WMEX-CKRM-KCOK on DXes; 1/20 KFJI was hrd testing off and on between 4:10-5:30 AM; 1/28 Good AM,800 kc clear so logged CHAB till 1:36 AM s/off; KALL until 2:06 s/off, then KXERB was off and logged KEVR 2:15-3:06 s/off; 1/30 CFQC tough but several selections definitely logged on DX; 2/2 KSLM 2:30-3:10; KOAs carrier covered WXLs but some program material was hrd thru it, so here’s hoping. An AFRS station hrd on 1460 from 4:30-5 AM WHO WAS IT?? (Wasnt KINY was it Kermit-Pop) 2/3 HCJB had a remarkable R-5 sig all AM 3-6. The code words were hrd 100% every time announced, they were OFF FREQ, on 990 kc Instead of 974 kc so no QRM. Th is explains why they have never been heard during evening hours. To BURNHAM-Your French station on 1158 is Dyon according to recent French list from Paris. Montpelier is a 500 watt station on 1113 kcs together with Montreau and Angers.

STAN MORRIS-BRADFORD MASS 1/27 WFBM on till 2:30 with March of Dimes; KXYZ-KRIS also on with same program till 3; WINN very good here; 1/28 CFAB good even the WEED-WKBE provided QRM during most of show; CMHK very good, heard them giving list of names of reporters on previous programs in Spanish, besides myself they mentioned Maley-Pop (Yea Where’s my verie-Hi)-Brewer-Deibert-Batson and sev eral others I could not catch; WDEL on alnite asking for rpts and making the request; Verie from KMO-KUTA-KGMM, all cards; 1/29 Veries from KXA-WTMV; Day off from DX, went to see wrestling, best actors in business; 1/30 WOLS testing 2:30; KCOR for new one, ann in both Spick & Eng and ask for rpts, said they would be testing for 2 weeks, hrd 2:45-4; KFH testing till 3:25; KUOp on again; CFQC very poor, were 2 stations audible here and a very strong carrier also; 1/31 Verie from WLIB-WPDQ-WDARKOAL. Rpt to CHNS netted me another CHNX verie by M Forrest, Sec; Verie from HCJB for rpt I did not send in April 1945, also gave notice to their DX Feb 3; 2/1 WSJS testing at 2 with ann; KICA on all AM, thought they were on SAT. (Sure Stan SAT AMS-Pop) WHLN at 2:35; Verie from WINN; 2/2 No WXLs here. KTRB good on 860 tho WAGC tested also. Verie from KXOX. If anyone wants me to get IRCs Cards or coupons I will be glad to as they are like files, plenty around here. P.O. has big stock and clerk says I'm only buyer they have had in last 3 years. Send money plus ret postage to RD 3 at the above QRA. (Looks as if plenty of boys hrd KXOX on their test-Pop)

JIM McGregor-ELVIRA Q Rpts out to 1/22 WEEXL-WSPA-WTAR-WFBL-WHIS s/on-WMAN F/C; 1/23 CFAB DX-WEED-WGTM F/C-WFNC F/C-WGNC F/C-WORD with 2/1 WBIR F/C. Veries in from the following, cards from WEED-WHIS-WITH-WWSD and letters from WHUB-WMAN-WGNC by W C Groves Jr, ce who says WGNC next F/C 2/25 at 4 AM; WFNC by Fay T Hinson, ce and F/C EV 4th MON 4:30-5; WGTM which only says my rpt was correct and KFAB by Mark W Bullock, ce and to increase to 50 KW next fall. Several DXes missed because I did not know they were on and not having late bulletin which was my own fault for not sending my home coming in to Pop. Dick Justavick busy on 10 meters. (OK Jim and best to Dick)

PAT REILLEY-JAMESTOWN N Y 1/30 No DX today new wave of bad cold; 1/31 KCOR a new one testing in Spick and Eng, veries from KDAL for new one and HOK on NRC DX of 1/8; Guess KTRBs staying on after 4 every day. HOK by Wm G Hill and Jose Jean y Jean, 2 different cards. KWBR back by Anne Taylor; 2/1 XEMO off at 3 under KTRB but another Spick on top of both till 3:04, no call hrd. WBRY at 3:10; WBIR on F/C at 3:25; KICA at 3:26 a very weak one on 960 kc at 3:14 but couldn’t catch call. one on 1410 at 3:37 till 4:13 without a call; 2/2 WCOA at 3:13; KTRB at 3:15, a carrier atop of 850 till after 4; KCOR hrd again; KTRB off at 4:05; 2/3 No DX at all; 2/4 KLI at 2:15 and all AM; WMOH at 2:24 with WAOU-WAGC off and on at 2:33-2:55 etc; KERN at 2; KTYW at 2:55; WEHP at 3:05; WASK at 3:08; KFPI was on till about 3:30 but very weak; KLEM at 4:04 with good sig, a Spick station on 990 kc at 2:20 till 3:33, no call given. (Pat KALL signs at 2:02 or so I believe-Pop) (Also Pat, this letter postmarked 2/5 12:30 PM and was rec 2/6 PM mail)
J. WARREN ROUTZAHN-VORK PA Past week logged WATN-KPRO-WHRI-KBUR-WHKK-WEGO-WAGC-RCJB; WHKK hrd daytime here. Veries in from XET-CKRM-KCOK-KRIC-WHRI. XET will DX Feb 19 starting at 4AM. and signed by Rogelio de la Garza, WEGO s/on 6:45 and can be copied fairly well thru WING and others; KRIC B/6x 2nd FRI 2:15-2:30; 1/29 WATN DX was good, numbers dedicated to Stone-Cooper-Sullivan while I listened; Rpted KICD also 2-2:30; KPRO 3-3:30; 1/30 Went after CQTC got only weak sig, couldn't identify; Hrd F/Cs from WRHI 2:55-WJFR-3:15; WXEL was opposition; WTSP hrd spec pro at 4; 2/1 Got KBUR good on F/C at 5-5:30; WHKK at 6; WEGO at 6:45; 2/2 Went after WXLS but no luck another carrier on 3-4:30 then stayed off awhile but couldn't hear anything then. Rpted KTRB-KVG3 F/C 3:20; WAGC tested most of AM and a Spick on 1250 sounded like KBOE several times but no such call listed. Anyone know about this one?? 2/3 HCJB badly marred by WAAT the 4kc note made them practically unreadable; On 4107 they were like a local but had QRM from Airports. Guayacul was somewhere between 690 and 710 kcs but I couldn't get a rise out of them through WLW and WOH. Going to visit Bob Weaver, ex NRC Pres. (OK J W and show him our bulletin, ask him if it looks the same as a few years ago)

JACK SCHMUCK-LUDINGTON MICH The old bug got me and I have been in bed for a while. Doc says more sleep for a while (Damn the Flu) Altho 2/2 tried for WXLS, somebody on with a carrier smack on 850, but they were so weak I couldn't copy anything, WXLS maybe? Same AM WCPO. Rpted them on 12/28 but still no verie, same goes for XERB. None from WHRI, got them all 12/8. Oh well I hope I get them soon. WKLA put on their F/C 2/2 and Paul Garwood got me out of bed at 4, went on about 4:30 and I was too sleepy to be sure. Got letter from people saying they have no EC-1A so guess I'll get a 8-41W I hear its half Sky Buddy and half EC 1A, any of you guys know anything about this set I would appreciate info on it. (OK Smoky, I cant help you out as I dont know anything about it, have never seen one.)

FRANK WHEELER-ERIE PA Hrd WKWF-CBO and last one for contest. CHSJ is only rpt standing out. Tried for WXLS and HCJB with no luck. (Info coming-Pop)

WALT BISHOP-RENSSELAER N Y Got up new 100 ft antenna NE-SW, better show result as it was tough getting up, 1/22 logged WJJD-WFIL-CMQ; 1/23 WJHL-CHML-1/24 WHKK-1/25 WBEN; 1/26 WBMN; 1/28 WBLY-KFAB-WFBN-WINN-WBWS-WBBR; 1/29 WKB-WBNF-WINS-ZNS from 8:45-9PM; 2/1 WJS 2/3 KPO. Latest veries received WINN-WHKK-CHML-WJHL-WCAU-WJED-WRVA-CFJB-WCCO-CFBJ-WELI-WGN-WCAE-WAWS-KF1-WNEW. Tried for HCJB but too much WAAT. Finished the AM trying to get to west coast but couldn't get out of back yard. Glad to see Ed Slaters rpt. Didn't know there was a member so close to me, Wish you would drop a line at 1726 6th St. Ed. To Van Voorhees Wonder if you rec a verie from WEOCH yet, no soap here. Log here Hrd 142, Veries 63.

BOB SPENCER-BUFFALO N Y Verie from KFAB, also CHLT by new CE and WINN a dup tuned WXLS 3-4:30 but no soap, loud carrier was on; HCJB was different, I couldn't hear em on 974 but on 4107 came in swell. QRMED by aircraft sta. Rpts to KTBC-WHAI on tests, over week end hrd KGB-KMO-KGER-KPRO-KGIR-KALE-KVOR-KDYL-KHQL 590, most were 100%. Hope to hear XET and TGO. Ink CMHK will be on 3-4:10 AM 2/24 as letter says same time as Jan. (OK bob I cut it)

Al Maley says; -You guys with buzzing noise try shutting off the lights. Says he found one bad and it caused it, soon as shut off it stopped and came on when he turned light on. Says it was just like local interference. Also wonders if Burnham's CS22A verie like his or the real thing.

NOTICE

WEGO 1340 kc WMGI KCML Palm Springs Cal to start Feb 10th.
1300 kc KPOR Brawley, Calif should be testing soon, start op in Feb.

AS to your Member rpts, they have been swell, keep em up, watch F F items.